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CASE REPORT

Cold burn injury after treatment at
whole-body cryotherapy facility

Mackenzie O’Connor, BS, Jordan V. Wang, MD, MBE, MBA, and Anthony A. Gaspari, MD
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, cryotherapy has been used in

dermatology to treat skin lesions, such as actinic
keratoses, viral warts, seborrheic keratoses, and
select keratinocyte carcinomas. Whole-body cryo-
therapy (WBC) is a new and trendy treatment of
which practitioners should be aware because of
potential adverse events. WBC is a popular tech-
nique used for purported improvements in muscle
recovery, back pain, muscle stiffness, energy, sleep,
and skin health among other benefits. This technique
was originally given to patients with multiple scle-
rosis or rheumatoid arthritis because of claimed
beneficial effects, such as analgesia and decreased
inflammation.1 It has since become accepted by
athletes and more accessible through various spas,
wellness centers, and cryotherapy facilities.

CASE REPORT
A 71-year-old man presented with a cold burn

injury. One day prior, he was undergoing WBC at a
cryotherapy facility for back pain and arthritis.
However, it was suspected that a nozzle likely
malfunctioned, as the liquid nitrogen sprayed
directly on his back for a prolonged period that
was believed to be less than 1 minute in duration. He
experienced stinging and pain at the site, which
subsequently turned red and blistered (Fig 1). No
first aid was administered by the facility, and the
patient applied topical emollient with a bandage at
home. He previously had completed 4WBC sessions
without any adverse events.

DISCUSSION
Spas, wellness centers, and cryotherapy facilities

have opened to the public in recent years and begun

offering WBC treatments to anyone interested. The
cryotherapy chamber is approximately the size of a
phototherapy light box. While standing in the cham-
ber, the head of the patient is above the top and
outside of the chamber. The remainder of the body is
engulfed in a liquid nitrogen mist, which cools the
chamber to e100 to e1408C for about 2 to 5 minutes
and can be completed several times per week.1

It has been suggested that WBC offers advantages
in enhanced muscle recovery after strenuous activity
because of the extreme nature of the cold air
administration compared with traditional cooling
methods, such as ice packs and cold water
immersion.1 However, the US Food and Drug
Administration has yet to approve any WBC cham-
bers and warns about potential harmful effects, such
as asphyxiation, frostbite, burns, and eye injury.2

Additionally, a 2015 Cochrane review found insuffi-
cient evidence to determine whether it improved
muscle recovery in active young adult males,
whereas no data exists for females or elite athletes.3

The review also found a lack of evidence on adverse
events.

Several documented adverse events associated
with WBC exist in the literature. For example,
C�amara-Lemarroy et al4 reported on a 56-year-old
physically active male who suffered an abdominal
aortic dissection after multiple WBC sessions.
Additionally, Greenwald et al5 observed an episode
of cold panniculitis in a 47-year-old man after 8 WBC
treatments.

Abbreviation used:

WBC: whole-body cryotherapy
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Our patient suffered a cold burn injury caused by
what was presumed to be a malfunctioning nozzle in
the cryotherapy chamber. Cold burns are much less
common than their thermal counterparts. Freezing
temperatures can cause intracellular water crystalli-
zation with damage to proteins and membranes.
Cold-induced vasoconstriction can lead to hypoper-
fusion, and endothelial injury can cause decreased
vascular integrity.

Treatment of a cold burn injury is dependent on
severity. In our patient with a relatively focal and
superficial cryotherapy burn, we offered systemic

steroids, topical corticosteroids, ibuprofen, and sil-
ver sulfadiazine cream. Although controversial in the
treatment of burns, steroids may offer improvements
in inflammation, pain, and healing processes.6

Ibuprofen can also help with pain control while
counteracting the vasoconstriction caused by local
release of inflammatory mediators. Silver sulfadia-
zine offers a protective barrier to denuded skin with
its painless application and broad-spectrum antibac-
terial activity.
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Fig 1. Cold burn injury after WBC.
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